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30 May
Think everything in British politics will calm down once the European 
Union referendum is over? Think again. 

Jaguar Land Rover sales gains in Europe and China helped Tata 
Motors Ltd. triple its profit, beating analyst estimates.

Oil is set for the longest run of monthly gains in five years as output 
disruptions from Nigeria to Canada reduce supply before OPEC meets 
Thursday in Vienna to discuss production policy.

India’s rupee fell on concern investor appetite for emerging-market 
assets will wane as the U.S. Federal Reserve considers raising interest 
rates as soon as June.

31 May
For equity investors, the European Central Bank’s first foray into 
corporate-bond purchases is shaping up as a non-event.

Europe is losing its status as a global leader in clean energy, with 
investment in the region plummeting 21 percent last year, while 
spending in the rest of the world boomed.

Xiaomi Corp. has bought nearly 1,500 technology patents from 
Microsoft Corp. in a deal that may smooth potential legal tangles over 
intellectual property as it pushes beyond China.

Golden Glory Group Pte., a developer of Myanmar real estate, is 
planning an initial public offering in Singapore this year as the opening 
of the frontier market spurs property demand in Southeast Asia’s 
fastest-growing economy.

02 June
The European Union’s executive will propose this month a procedure 
for ratification by the bloc of a global climate agreement, according 
to French Environment Minister Segolene Royal.

The danger to the British economy if the U.K. leaves the European 
Union is much more acute than what the euro area faces, Dutch 
Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem said.

U.S. exports of shale gas stand to increase confidence in the fuel as a 
long-term energy source while giving Europe the chance to diversify 
its natural gas supplies, Norway Petroleum and Energy Minister Tord 
Lien said Wednesday.

The dollar is set for its first weekly loss against 10 major peers since April 
as traders await a U.S. jobs report Friday which will help determine 
whether the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates as soon as this 
month.

03 June
Al Habtoor Group LLC, the sole dealer of Bentley and Bugatti in the 
United Arab Emirates, is closer to the initial public offering it has been 
considering since 2000, its chief executive officer said in an interview.

It was the first country ever to venture into offshore wind power. Now, 
Denmark is scaring off potential investors by abandoning some of the 
policies that once helped make it an international poster child for 
green energy.

China risks erecting a “Great Wall of self-isolation” in Asia over its 
actions in the disputed South China Sea, U.S. Defense Secretary Ash 
Carter told a global defense forum in Singapore.

Japan drove a retreat in Asian stocks as concern over the state of 
the U.S. economy kept the yen near a one-month high and boosted 
gold to government debt. The pound slumped after weekend polls 
indicated more support for the bid to withdraw Britain from the 
European Union.

01 June
Deutsche Bank AG, which has faced the highest legal bills among 
continental European lenders, will probably set aside even more 
capital or shrink businesses as global regulators tighten the rules for 
how lenders measure risk.

Oil dropped a fifth day as OPEC ministers prepare to convene in 
Vienna amid speculation Saudi Arabia is considering a deal to mend 
divisions within the group.

Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd. said it’s talking with Airbus Group SE about 
the planemaker’s proposal for a bigger version of the newest A350 
wide-body, a model which needs to attract a strong set of initial 
customers to get the go ahead.

Singapore’s move to shut down scandal-plagued BSI Bank Ltd.’s 
operations in the country is reverberating through private banks 
facing surging costs to combat money laundering and protracted 
screening of new clients.
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